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Abstract 

In eukaryotes, translation initiation is a highly regulated process, which combines cis- regulatory sequences located on the messenger RNA 

along with trans- acting f actors lik e eukary otic initiation f actors (eIF). One critical step of translation initiation is the start codon recognition by the 
scanning 43S particle, which leads to ribosome assembly and protein synthesis. In this study, we investigated the involvement of secondary 
str uct ures downstream the initiation codon in the so-called START (STr uct ure-Assisted RNA translation) mechanism on AUG and non-AUG 

translation initiation. The results demonstrate that downstream secondary str uct ures can efficiently promote non-AUG translation initiation if 
they are sufficiently stable to stall a scanning 43S particle and if they are located at an optimal distance from non-AUG codons to stabilize the 
codon-anticodon base pairing in the P site. The required st abilit y of the downstream str uct ure for efficient translation initiation varies in distinct 
cell types. We extended this study to genome-wide analysis of functionally characterized alternative translation initiation sites in Homo sapiens . 
T his analy sis re v ealed that about 25% of these sites ha v e an optimally located do wnstream secondary str uct ure of adequate st abilit y which 
could elicit S TAR T, regardless of the start codon. We validated the impact of these str uct ures on translation initiation for several selected uORFs. 
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n eukaryotes, translation initiation is a highly regulated pro-
ess, which combines cis- regulatory sequences located on the
essenger RNA along with trans- acting factors like eukary-
tic initiation factors (eIF) ( 1 ). The canonical translation ini-
iation mechanism starts with the recognition of the 5 

′ m 

7 G
ap by eIF4E, which is associated with eIF4G and eIF4A to
orm the eIF4F complex. The interaction between eIF4G and
3S-bound eIF3 enables the recruitment of the 43S particle on
he m 

7 G cap. Then, the 43S particle scans the 5 

′ UTR thanks to
he ATP-dependent RNA helicase activity of eIF4A, which is
nhanced through its interactions with eIF4G, eIF4B (and / or
IF4H) and eIF3 ( 2 ,3 ). During scanning, the 43S particle is
aintained in a so-called open conformation by the combined

ctions of eIF1A and eIF1 ( 4 ), which destabilize the codon-
nticodon interaction in the P-site, inhibit spontaneous hy-
rolysis of eIF2-bound GTP ( 5 ) and therefore prevent riboso-
al subunits joining ( 6–8 ). The codon–anticodon interaction

nvolves the nucleotide triplet from the codon being analyzed
n the P-site and the anticodon of the initiator Met-tRNA 

Met i,
hich is bound to eIF2-GTP in the 43S particle ( 9 ). When
 stable enough codon–anticodon base-pairing is established
uring scanning, it displaces eIF1 from the P-site and triggers
he switch from the open to the close conformation of the 43S.
n mammals, this results in the activation of the GTPase activ-
ty of eIF2 by eIF5 and in the subsequent hydrolysis of eIF2-
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bound GTP into GDP ( 10–13 ,15 ). As GTP hydrolysis goes
on, eIF2 loses its affinity for the Met-tRNA 

Met i and is released
from the 48S particle ( 14 ). A distinct timing for the hydrolysis
of eIF2-bound GTP has been described in yeast where the hy-
drolysis of eIF2-bound GTP occurs progressively during scan-
ning with the assistance of eIF5 which functions as a GTPase
activating protein (GAP) ( 15–17 ). However, the position of
eIF1 in the close conformation of the yeast scanning complex
prevents Pi release. It is the structural rearrangements of the
scanning complex following start-codon recognition that pro-
mote further hydrolysis of eIF2-bound GTP and Pi release by
eIF5, leading ultimately to the assembly of the 48S complex
( 15 ,18 ). Overall, if the hydrolysis of eIF2-bound GTP and Pi
release is a requirement for the assembly of the 48S complex
upon start codon recognition, the kinetics of its release seems
to differ among eukaryotes ( 15 ). Subunits joining is mediated
by eIF5B ( 19 ) and its interaction with eIF1A ( 20 ), which con-
tributes to the release eIF2, eIF1, eIF1A and eIF5B from the ini-
tiation complex through the hydrolysis of eIF5B-bound GTP.
The assembled 80S ribosome then starts protein synthesis by
incorporating the first amino-acyl-tRNA in its vacant A-site. 

Start-codon selection by the scanning 43S particle is the
most critical step of initiation as it determines the amino-
acid sequence of the protein that will be synthesized, and
therefore has drastic consequences for its function(s). Incor-
rect start site selection can result in N-terminal extensions or
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deletions, leading to erroneous protein isoforms, or to out-
of-frame protein synthesis, leading to an unrelated and non-
functional translation product. Among several parameters, the
most critical feature of start codon selection is the stability of
the codon-anticodon interaction. Start-codon selection strin-
gency is mediated by eIF1 and eIF1A which prevent unsta-
ble codon-anticodon interactions like those involving non-
cognate codons ( 6–8 ). However, even AUG codons that es-
tablish a perfect Watson-Crick base-pairing with the anti-
codon loop of the Met-tRNA 

Met i are sometimes not recog-
nized as the initiation codon. Moreover, several studies ( 21–
25 ) along with ribosome profiling data ( 26–28 ) demonstrated
that non-AUG codons can be used for translation initiation in
eukaryotes. Therefore start-codon selection is influenced by
additional trans- and cis- acting factors ( 1 ). Several reports,
starting with the seminal studies by Marylin Kozak ( 29 ,30 ),
demonstrated that the start codon nucleotide context plays a
major role on start codon recognition efficiency. Distal sec-
ondary structures elements have also been shown to mod-
ulate start codon selection stringency on individual mRNAs
( 21 , 22 , 24 , 25 , 31 ). At the translatome level, it has been shown
that the impairment of the RNA helicase Ded1p is linked to
increased uORFs translation in yeast ( 32 ). Furthermore, bioin-
formatics studies have shown the broad presence of secondary
structures downstream of initiation sites ( 33–35 ). These obser-
vations show the involvement of downstream RNA secondary
structures in start codon selection. Similarly, proteins bound
to an RNA element downstream of an initiation site can pro-
mote start codon recognition. An example is the Drosophila
protein Sex-Lethal (SXL) that promotes uORF translation of
male specific lethal two mRNA by stalling 43S complexes up-
stream the main open reading frame ( 36 ,37 ). Based on these
observations, we previously described a mechanism of trans-
lation initiation called STructure Assisted RNA Translation
or ST ART ( 35 ,38 ). ST ART initiation relies on the presence of
a downstream structure that enhances translation initiation
on both AUG and non-AUG codons by stalling the scanning
43S particle with those codons in the P-site, leading to 80S as-
sembly and protein synthesis on these sub-optimal initiation
codons. 

In this work, we aimed to determine to what extent non-
AUG translation initiation ( 39 ,40 ) relies on a START mech-
anism in mammalian systems. We have precisely investigated
three critical parameters for START in the presence of a down-
stream RNA structure to the initiation codon: the distance be-
tween the structure and the P-site, the structure stability, and
the type of the start codon. We show that downstream sec-
ondary structures can efficiently promote non-AUG transla-
tion initiation if they are sufficiently stable to stall a scanning
43S particle and if they are located at an optimal distance from
non-AUG codons to stabilize the codon-anticodon base pair-
ing in the P site. In addition, the efficiency of START relies on
the start codon type along with its nucleotide environment and
is also highly influenced by cell-specific trans -acting factors.
We have previously shown the broad presence of downstream
RNA structures in annotated main open reading frames of var-
ious organisms ( 35 ). Here, we further extended this study by
analyzing genome-wide alternative translation initiation sites
in human transcripts that were previously determined by ribo-
some profiling ( 28 ) and found the broad presence of moder-
ately stable downstream RNA structures within the distance
range we have determined being optimal for START. Func-
tional analysis of some examples confirmed the role of down-
stream structures on translation efficiency at these alternative 
translation initiation sites. 

Materials and methods 

Oligonucleotides information 

All the oligonucleotides’ sequences used in this study are pro- 
vided in supplementary material ( Supplementary Table S1 ).
Oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Tech- 
nologies company. In the text, oligonucleotides are referred to 

by their red numbers in the Supplementary Table S1 . 

Rabbit reticulocyte lysate 

Untreated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) was prepared as 
previously described ( 41 ). 

HEK293FT and SH-SY5Y cell lysates from cells 

cultured in physiological conditions 

HEK293FT cells were seeded at 0.03 × 10 

6 cells / cm 

2 and 

grown for 2 days at 37 

◦C in a 5% CO 2 humidified atmo- 
sphere. The culture medium is Gibco Dulbecco’s modified Ea- 
gle’s medium + GlutaMAX (Life Technologies) which is sup- 
plemented with 10% of inactivated fetal bovine serum (Life 
Technologies). Neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells were cultured 

in the same conditions and the same medium but supple- 
mented with 1 mM of non-essential amino acids (Gibco). The 
total culture surface was 4500 cm 

2 , leading approx. to 200–
400 × 10 

6 cells before harvesting. Cells were harvested at 
room temperature in their culture medium by centrifugation 

(300g) at 4 

◦C and washed two times with a cold buffer con- 
taining 20 mM HEPES–KOH pH 7.5, 100 mM potassium ac- 
etate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM DTT. After washing,
the cell pellets were resuspended in the same buffer supple- 
mented or not (if TEV protease is used, see later) with 1 ×
Halt™ Protease Inhibitor Cocktail EDTA-free (Thermo Sci- 
entific™) to reach a concentration of 50–100 × 10 

6 cells / ml.
Cells were lysed by nitrogen cavitation with a Cell Disruption 

Bomb (Parr Instrument Company) after a one-hour incuba- 
tion under a pressure of 30 bar at 4 

◦C. The lysate was cleared 

by centrifugations at 10 000g at 4 

◦C, aliquoted, flash-frozen 

in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 

◦C. Total protein concen- 
tration was determined by Bradford assay (Biorad). 

HEK293FT cell lysates from cells cultured in stress 

conditions 

To prepare cell-free translation extracts from HEK293FT cells 
cultured in stress conditions, the same procedure was used 

except that the culture medium was supplemented with 5 

mM DTT 3 h before harvesting to induce endoplasmic reticu- 
lum (ER) stress, which triggers the unfolded protein response 
(UPR) ( 42 ,43 ). This pathway leads in particular to the phos- 
phorylation of the eIF2 α-subunit by the protein kinase R-like 
endoplasmic reticulum kinase (PERK) ( 44 ,45 ). 

Measurements of eIF2 α-subunit phosphorylation 

by Western Blot 

Aliquots of in vitro translation reactions were run on 12% 

SDS-PAGE. Proteins were transferred on 0.45 μm PVDF mem- 
branes (Immobilon®-P Transfer Membrane) for 1 h at 10 V.
Membranes were saturated with [PBS 1 ×, Tween20 0.5%,
BSA 50 mg / ml]. The primary antibodies (@eIF2 α: #9722 and 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
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eIF2 α-phosphorylated: #3597, Cell Signaling Technology)
ere diluted 10 thousand times in PBS 1 ×, Tween-20 0.5%,
SA 50 mg / ml and hybridized overnight at 4 

◦C. Membranes
ere then washed three times in PBS 1 ×, Tween20 0.5% be-

ore the 2-h hybridization of the secondary antibody (@rab-
it A120-101-P, Bethyl Laboratories) which was diluted ten
housand times in PBS 1 ×, Tween-20 0.1%. Membranes were
nally washed three times in PBS 1 ×, Tween-20 0.1% before
he addition of the ECL substrate (Clarity Western ECL Sub-
trate #1705061). Chemiluminescence signals were measured
ith a Biorad ChemiDoc (MP) apparatus and resulting TIFF

mages were analyzed with ImageJ software. 

eporter RNA synthesis for in vitro translation 

ll plasmids containing the 5 

′ UTR and protein reporter se-
uences of interest were prepared using the NEBuilder ® HiFi
NA Assembly Cloning Kit (#E5520S). Site-directed muta-

enesis was performed with NEB Q5® Site Directed Muta-
enesis Kit (#E0554S). Then, the corresponding T7-5 

′ UTR-
eporter DNA construct was PCR-amplified using forward
rimer n 

◦1 (capped reporters) or n 

◦2 (IGR reporters) and
everse primer n 

◦3 ( Supplementary Table S1 ). Correspond-
ng RNA reporters ( Supplementary File 1 ) were synthesized
n a 100 μl in vitro transcription reaction using 0.1 μM of
7-DNA template, 5 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 30 mM MgCl 2 , 1
M spermidine, 5 mM DTT, 0.01% Triton X-100, 5 mM of

ach ribonucleotide (ATP , CTP , GTP , UTP pH 7.5), 0.5 U / μl
Nase inhibitor (Promega) and 0.125 mg / ml of home-made

ecombinant T7 RNA polymerase. The reaction was incu-
ated for 1h at 37 

◦C. For co-transcriptional capping, the re-
ction was started in the absence of GTP and in the presence
f 0.5 mM of anti-reverse m 

7 G-cap analog (NEB #S1411)
or 10 min. GTP was then gradually added up to 5 mM at
h incubation. After 1h incubation, 0.02 mg / ml pyrophos-
hatase (Merck) was added and after 30 min, the DNA tem-
late was degraded by 1 h incubation with 0.2U / μl DNa-
eI (Roche). Transcription products were loaded on a 1 ml
-25 Superfine Sephadex column (Cytiva) and the resulting

luate was phenol-extracted and ethanol-precipitated. The re-
ulting RNA pellets were resuspended in 30 μl milli-Q water,
rozen, and quantified by 260 nm absorbance measurement.
ll reporter RNA sequences used in this work are provided in
upplementary File 1 . 

n vitro translation assays 

RL : The final composition of the reaction was 50% RRL,
00 mM potassium acetate, 1 mM magnesium acetate, 0.1
M of all amino acids but methionine, 0.5 U / μl RNase

nhibitor (Promega), 0.125 μCi / μl 35 S-methionine (Perkin-
lmer) and 0.2 μM reporter RNA in a total volume of 20
l. The reaction was incubated for 1 h at 30 

◦C or 2 h at 30 

◦C
hen TEV protease was used for co-translational cleavage. 
HEK293FT and SH-SY5Y extracts : The final composition

f the reaction was 15% cell extract (1.8 μg / μl total pro-
ein), 100 mM potassium acetate, 1 mM magnesium acetate,
.1 mM of all amino acids but methionine, 20 mM HEPES
OH pH 7.5, 0.5 mM spermidine, 1 mM DTT, 0.8 mM ATP,
.1 mM GTP, 8 mM phospho-creatine, 0.1 μg / μl creatine
hospho-kinase, 0.5 U / μl RNase inhibitor (Promega), 0.125
Ci / μl 35 S-methionine (Perkin-Elmer) and 0.2 μM reporter
NA in a total volume of 20 μl. The reaction was incubated
for 1 h at 30 

◦C or 2 h at 30 

◦C when TEV protease was used
for co-translational cleavage. 

Co-translational cleavage of in vitro synthesized reporter
proteins with TEV protease : Cleavage was triggered by the
addition of recombinant home-made TEV protease to in vitro
translation reactions at a final concentration of 0.035 μg / μl. 

Assessment of in vitro translation products levels 

35 S-signal acquisition : 5 μl of in vitro translation reactions
were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE. 35 S-labelled translation
products bands were quantified with a phosphorimager (Ty-
phoon FLA 7000). Image analysis was conducted with ImageJ
software using the resulting TIFF files. 

Luciferase assay : The amount of in vitro synthetized Renilla
luciferase was assessed upon injection of 100 μl coelenterazine
0.25 μmol / ml (Synchem) into 10 μl of in vitro translation
reaction using a luminometer (Varioskan LUX, Thermo Sci-
entific™). Subsequent photon emission was measured for 10
seconds with the default measurement parameters. 

Raw luminescence and 

35 S-signal were processed with a
self-made Python script using the relevant functions of numpy
(v 1.24.3), pandas (v 2.1.1) and seaborn (v 0.12.2) python
packages. For luminescence signals, as each sample was as-
sessed in triplicates, descriptive (mean, standard deviation)
and inferential statistics (Student P -values) of the ratio of sam-
ple A (triplicates a1, a2, a3) over sample B (triplicates b1, b2,
b3) were determined using the nine possible ratios between
(a1, a2, a3) and (b1, b2, b3). For 35 S-signal, as signals were
normalized within each 3 gels independently, this resulted in
three possible ratios for assessing the statistics of A / B. Statis-
tical tests and annotations were performed with the statanno-
tations (v 0.4.4) , scipy (v 1.11.3) and statsmodels (v 0.14.0)
python packages. Statistical analysis of global null hypothesis
and corresponding corrected p-values for all in vitro transla-
tion assays are provided in Supplementary File 4 . 

Predictions and free energy calculations of RNA 

secondary structures 

These calculations were conducted using the Mfold V2.3 for
RNA ( 46 ) on the various a11 structure mutants used in this
work. Constraints were implemented according to the probing
data that enabled us to draw the 2D model of the wild-type
structure ( 47 ). 

Automated secondary structures predictions in 

transcripts 

RNA transcript sequence recovery from human smORF
data ( 28 ) was performed using two homemade Python
scripts available as supplementary data. They must be ex-
ecuted in the following order: ( I ) format_smORFs_seq.py,
(II) select_smORF_sequences.py. Nucleotide sequences be-
tween the +16 and +65 positions relative to the initia-
tor codon of smORFs were extracted. When the smORF
coding sequences were shorter than 65 bases, BLASTN
searches ( 48 ) were run against local human RNA databases
to find the corresponding transcripts. Two additional
scripts were used to search and then analyze smORF
structures: ( III ) search_2Dstruct_in_smORFs.py, (IV) anal-
yse_2Dstruct_in_smORFs.py. Scripts III and IV are based on
scripts used in a previous study ( 35 ) and modified to suit
the prediction or analysis of secondary structures in the +16
to +65 region of the smORF transcripts. The structure predic-

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
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Figure 1 . Sc hematic representation of the RNA reporters used in the st udy. The three cis- acting parameters st udied are (i) the dist ance bet ween a 
downstream str uct ure and the st art codon, (ii) the st abilit y of the downstream str uct ure, (iii) the nat ure of the start codon. TEV cs: Tobacco Etch Vir us 
protease clea v age site, Nt peptide: N-terminal fusion peptide, R enilla CDS: R enilla luciferase coding sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tion algorithm implemented in these scripts is RNAfold from
the ViennaRNA package 2 ( 49 ). RNAfold program calculates
the minimum free energy (MFE) of RNA secondary structures
such as stem-loops and G-Quadruplexes. The Python mod-
ule named toolbox.py is imported by some of these scripts
( Supplementary File 5 : Python_scripts.zip). Further analyses
were made using the relevant functions of numpy (v 1.24.3),
pandas (v 2.1.1) and seaborn (v 0.12.2) python packages. In
particular, comparisons of distributions were performed us-
ing two statistical tests. The Mann–Whitney U test was used
to determine if the AUG and the non-AUG distributions are
equal. The Mood’s median test was used to determine whether
the AUG and the non-AUG distributions have the same me-
dian and, under the assumption that all distributions are left-
tailed and centered on their median, whether they are similarly
centered. The probability of superiority (PS) and the Hodges–
Lehmann estimator (HL) were used for effect size assessment.
In Figure 7 , the probability of superiority (PS) corresponds to
the probability that a randomly selected observation from the
AUG distribution has a mfe superior to the mfe of a randomly
selected observation from the non-AUG distribution it is com-
pared with. The Hodges–Lehmann estimator is defined by the
median of the pairwise differences between all observations
from the compared distributions. 

Gene ontology (GO) terms analysis 

GO-terms analysis was performed using the relevant func-
tions from the GOATools package, version 1.3.11 ( 50 ). For
GO-terms enrichment analysis, P -values from Fisher exact
tests were corrected using the Holm method. All data is pro-
vided in Supplementary File 3 . The gene ontology file (go-
basic.obo) was downloaded from Download ontology (ge-
neontology.org) in its latest version to date (release from
15 / 11 / 2023). Human annotation file (goa_human.gaf) was
downloaded from Download Annotations | Gene Ontology
Consortium in its latest version to date (Panther version
v.17.0, GO version 2023-10-09). 

Results 

A model mRNA reporter system to in vestig ate the 

impact of downstream secondary structures on 

start codon recognition 

To test the impact of several critical parameters for START,
we synthesized a set of reporter mRNAs that encode the Re-
nilla luciferase fused to variable N-terminal peptides resulting
from the translation of various RNA structures downstream
of the start codon (Figure 1 ). To avoid any putative artifacts
due to variable N-terminal sequences that would influence the 
luciferase activity of the Renilla protein, we introduced a TEV 

protease cleavage upstream of the Renilla coding sequence.
The quantification of luciferase activity was performed after 
TEV cleavages which yield identical Renilla proteins produced 

by all the reporter mRNAs. The sequences of all the reporter 
RNA used in this study are shown in Supplementary File 1 .
More precisely, these reporter mRNAs feature a linear CAA- 
rich 5 

′ UTR to minimize the effect of structures on 5 

′ -3 

′ scan- 
ning, which is followed by a start codon of interest. These 
reporter mRNAs were co-transcriptionally m 

7 G-capped, and 

their translation efficiency was determined by Renilla lu- 
ciferase activity measurements and / or 35 S-methionine incor- 
poration. With these reporters, we investigated the influence 
of both the location and the structure stability on transla- 
tion initiation efficiency, as well as the nature of the start 
codon and its nucleotide context. We confirmed that the cell- 
free translation extracts used in this study are cap-dependent 
( Supplementary Figure S1 ). 

As a model secondary structure, we used a 50-nucleotide 
GC-rich secondary structure from the 5 

′ UTR of Hox a11 

mRNA. We have previously determined its secondary struc- 
ture by probing and shown that this structure is very stable 
( �G = –21.6 kcal / mol) as it contains 16 G–C base pairs. Im- 
portantly, the a11 structure can stall a scanning complex ( 47 ).

The optimal position of the secondary structure for 
translation on a CUG codon ranges from +23 to +26 

To determine the optimal distance between the a11 secondary 
structure and the start codon, in vitro translation assays us- 
ing untreated rabbit reticulocyte lysate were conducted with 

reporter mRNAs containing an AUG or a CUG start codon 

with the a11 secondary structure located at positions ranging 
from +11 to +35 (Figure 2 A). First, the position of the sec- 
ondary structure affected translation on both AUG and CUG 

codons (Figure 2 B, C and Supplementary File 4 ). However,
while AUG translation was only mildly sensitive to the posi- 
tion of the secondary structure (Figure 2 B, C), CUG trans- 
lation was much more sensitive (Figure 2 C). CUG transla- 
tion is of note impaired when the structure is located at po- 
sitions +11 or +35. In addition, a stronger increase in rela- 
tive translation efficiency is observed for CUG compared to 

AUG at position +26, indicating the optimal position of the 
structure would be close to +26 for CUG translation initia- 
tion. We then determined the optimal position of the struc- 
ture for CUG translation (Figure 3 A). Translation efficiency 
gradually decreases when the structure is located before +17 

or beyond +32 from the CUG codon (Figure 3 B, C). This 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
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Figure 2. Translation initiation on CUG is sensitive to the position of the 
downstream secondary str uct ure. ( A ) Schematic representation of the 
RNA reporters highlighting the two AUG or CUG initiation codons used 
and the wild-type a11 hairpin, which is inserted at +11, +17, +20, +26 
or +35 positions. ( B ) R epresentativ e SDS-PAGE of in vitro translation 
products obtained with AUG reporters in RRL. The upper panel shows 
the 35 S-labelled products before TEV cleavage, the lower panel shows 
the 35 S-labelled products after TEV clea v age. P roteins produced b y TEV 
clea v age w ere used f or Luciferase assa y s. ( C ) Quantification of R enilla 
luciferase luminescence produced in RRL from a11-RNA reporters 
initiating with an AUG codon (blue) or with a CUG codon (orange). 
R elativ e luminescence units (R.L.U.) were normalized to those obtained 
with the +20 AUG reporter for all AUG reporters or with the +20 CUG 

reporter for all CUG reporters. Bar heights show mean normalized ratios 
and error bars represent the corresponding 99% confidence interval 
using the t -distribution. P -values were calculated using a Student t -test 
for independent samples. *: 0.01 < P < 0.05, **: 0.001 < P < 0.01, ***: 
0.0 0 01 < P < 0.001, ****: P < 0.0 0 01 

Figure 3. The optimal position of the secondary str uct ure for initiation on 
a CUG codon is between +23 to +26. ( A ) Schematic representation of 
the RNA reporters initiating on a CUG codon upstream of the wild-type 
a11 hairpin inserted at positions +11, +17, +20, +23, +26, +29, +32, +35, 
+38 or +41. ( B ) R epresentativ e SDS-PAGE of in vitro 35 S radiolabelled 
translation products obtained with AUG reporters in RRL. ( C ) 
Quantification of Renilla luciferase luminescence produced in RRL from 

a11 RNA reporters initiating with a CUG codon. R elativ e luminescence 
units (R.L.U.) were normalized to those obtained with the +20 CUG 

reporter. Bar heights show the mean normalized ratios and error bars 
show the 99% confidence intervals calculated with the t-distribution. 
P -v alues w ere calculated using a Student t -test f or independent samples. 
*: 0.01 < P < 0.05, **: 0.001 < P < 0.01, ***: 0.0 0 01 < P < 0.001, ****: 
P < 0.0 0 01. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

behavior suggests that CUG initiation is enhanced by the op-
timal positioning of the structure (i.e. by a START mecha-
nism) rather than by the alleviation of its potential inhibitory
effect when it is too close to the initiation site. START en-
hancement of CUG initiation is further confirmed by the fact
that in the absence of structure at +20, CUG initiation is
dramatically impaired indicating a strong requirement for a
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sufficiently stable structure (Figure 4 A, –4 kcal / mol ‘struc-
ture’). Overall, these results show that while efficient AUG
initiation does not rely on stable downstream secondary struc-
tures located between +11 and +35, CUG initiation requires a
structure located between +23 and +26. Although not tested
here, it could be reasonably assumed that these effects are fur-
ther modulated by the start codon nucleotide context. Transla-
tion initiation enhancement by START would indeed be more
pronounced for start codons (AUG or not) flanked by a rather
inefficient nucleotide context for initiation. 

The optimal stability of the secondary structure is 

influenced by the cell type 

Next, we examined the required stability of the secondary
structure for efficient translation initiation on a CUG codon.
We used reporters with an AUG as a control and a CUG start
codon upstream of the a11 secondary structure that is local-
ized at the rather optimal position +20, as determined in the
previous section. We chose a highly efficient but suboptimal
position so that our conclusions would not be restrained to the
most optimal situation regarding structure positioning on the
mRNA. The inserted a11 structures contain mutations that
progressively decrease the number of G–C base pairs, resulting
in predicted stabilities ranging from –21.6 to –4.0 kcal / mol
(Figure 4 A). Silent mutations were used to avoid any puta-
tive co-translational side effects due to amino acid substitu-
tions, except for the –4 kcal / mol mutant structure that con-
tains mutations leading to three amino acids changes in the N-
terminal fusion of the translated reporter protein. In addition,
since TEV cleavage was performed co-translationally, all the
translated mRNAs produced the same Renilla luciferase pro-
tein. We therefore eliminated potential N-terminal induced co-
translational artifacts on the activity of the Renilla luciferase
protein. 

We first confirmed with rabbit reticulocyte lysates that
translation of the AUG reporters does not rely on down-
stream structures while CUG translation does (Figure 4 B and
Supplementary File 4 ). For the AUG reporters, the secondary
structure may even have an inhibitory effect on initiation as
translation of the AUG reporters is more efficient when a
structure less stable than –15.3 kcal / mol is present (Figure
4 B, C). An explanation would be that the most stable versions
of the secondary structure would interfere with start codon
recognition by the scanning 43S particle, and / or with the sub-
sequent molecular events leading to 80S assembly. On the con-
trary, initiation on the CUG codon decreases as soon as the
secondary structure is less stable than –21 kcal / mol, meaning
that CUG initiation requires a stable downstream structure.
When the stability is gradually diminished, translation effi-
ciency decreases stepwise. This dependency on stable struc-
tures for efficient initiation on the CUG codon is observed de-
spite the potential inhibitory effect of the stable structures pre-
viously observed with the AUG codon, which would reason-
ably also apply with the CUG. Quantitative analysis of the ef-
fect of structure stabilities on translation efficiency (calculated
by the ratio 

� luminescence 
� st abilit y in Figure 4 C, D) reveals two stability

thresholds in RRL above which translation efficiency dramat-
ically increases for the CUG codon: first between –12.8 and –
15.3 kcal / mol and second between –18.4 and –21.6 kcal / mol.
Altogether, this data shows the importance of a downstream
secondary structure with a stability of at least –15 kcal / mol
for efficient translation initiation on a CUG codon using these 
experimental conditions. 

We have developed and characterized cell-free in 

vitro translation extracts from human embryonic kidney 
(HEK293FT) ( Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 ) and neu- 
roblastoma (SH-SY5Y) cell lines, which makes it possible 
to analyze START in the presence of cell-type-specific trans- 
acting factors. Translation of the reporter RNAs using these 
human cell extracts resulted in the same trend as with RRL 

(Figure 4 E–H and Supplementary File 4 ). However, the mini- 
mal stability required to reach efficient translation initiation 

on a CUG codon is different with these extracts: initiation 

on a CUG codon strictly requires an a11 secondary structure 
with a stability of –21.6 kcal / mol (Figure 4 F, G, I, J). When 

the a11 structure stability is gradually diminished, translation 

from the CUG is exponentially reduced, in contrast to the 
gradual reduction observed with RRL. This indicates that 
HEK293FT and SH-SY5Y extracts are much more sensitive 
to the structure stability for START than RRL. This differ- 
ence with RRL might be attributed to a distinct content of 
RNA helicases or RNA binding proteins that could unwind 

or stabilize the downstream structure required for CUG 

initiation. 

The START mechanism alone does not promote 

efficient translation initiation on all AUG-like 

codons 

Next, we extended these experiments to other AUG-like 
codons (CUG, GUG, UUG, A CG and A UC) with the –
15.3 kcal / mol a11 structure located at position +20 in 

RRL or the wt a11 structure (–21.6 kcal / mol) for ex- 
periments with HEK293FT extracts (Figure 5 A). Overall,
the AUG-like codons are generally less efficiently recog- 
nized by the ribosome. In addition, all AUG-like codons 
are not equivalently recognized and follow the hierarchy 
ACG > UUG > AUC > GUG ≈ 0. The result obtained 

with GUG must however be nuanced, as the inefficiency of 
GUG initiation is most likely linked to the reporter RNA 

sequence around the initiation site. When a GUG is intro- 
duced in the initiation context of these reporters, it intro- 
duces an upstream out-of-frame AUG that overlaps the GUG 

(CGUA AU G UG GAC). Such a nucleotide context does not 
allow efficient initiation on GUG but rather favors initiation 

on this upstream AUG or leaky scanning to other initiation 

codons further downstream, whose resulting translation prod- 
ucts can be detected (Figure 5 B). In fact, all the AUG-like 
codons tested promote significant leaky scanning. In the pres- 
ence of the a11wt structure using HEK293FT extracts, the 
same hierarchy is observed. Comparison between unstressed 

and stressed HEK293FT cell extracts revealed only minor dif- 
ferences in initiation patterns, although the UUG codon was 
less efficiently utilized than the AUG (Figure 5 C). This suggests 
that stress has a minor effect on the cis- regulation of transla- 
tion initiation on non-AUG codons in our synthetic reporter 
system. 

Next, we checked whether the previously established hier- 
archy of AUG-like codons would be the same using another 
nucleotide context with the a11wt reporters. For that pur- 
pose, the context CGUAAU NNN GAC that was used in pre- 
vious experiments was changed to GCCACC NNN GCG (Fig- 
ure 6 A). This context is the average nucleotide context of the 
AUG initiation codon in the human genome, also known as 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
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Figure 4. Secondary str uct ure st abilit y determines translation initiation ef ficiency in dif ferent cell extracts. ( A ) Schematic representation of the RNA 

reporter and sequences of the stem–loops used during the study. The initiation codons were AUG or CUG. W ild-t ype and mutant a11 hairpins were 
inserted at +20 position. Silent mutations introduced to lo w er the a11 str uct ure stability are shown in green circles whereas missense mutations are 
shown in red circles. ( B ) Quantification of Renilla luciferase luminescence produced in RRL from variable a11 RNA reporters initiating with AUG or CUG 

codon. R elativ e luminescence units (R.L.U.) w ere normaliz ed to those obt ained with the reporter cont aining the wild-t ype a11 str uct ure and initiating 
from an AUG codon. Bar heights show the mean normalized ratios and error bars show the 99% confidence intervals calculated with the t -distribution. 
P -v alues w ere calculated using a student t-test f or independent samples. *: 0.0 1 < P < 0.05, **: 0.00 1 < P < 0.0 1, ***: 0.0 0 01 < P < 0.0 01, ****: 
P < 0.0 0 01. ( C ) The ratio �(R.L.U.) / �( �G ) quantifies the effect of a �G variation ( �( �G )) on translation efficiency for AUG and CUG codons in RRL. ( D ) 
St abilit y threshold determination for initiation on a CUG codon in RRL. The top graph corresponds to the luminescence data for the CUG codon from (B), 
and the lo w er graph corresponds to the data for the CUG codon from (C). The set of pairwise comparisons presented enable to define two st abilit y 
thresholds for CUG initiation at –21.6 kcal / mol and –15.3 kcal / mol. P -values were calculated using a Student t -test for independent samples. *: 
0.01 < P < 0.05, **: 0.001 < P < 0.01, ***: 0.0 0 01 < P < 0.001, ****: P < 0.0 0 01. ( E ) Quantification of Renilla luciferase luminescence produced in 
HEK293FT cell extracts from variable a11 RNA reporters initiating with AUG or CUG codon. Results are presented as in (B). ( F ) Effect calculation of a �G 

variation on translation efficiency for the AUG and CUG reporters as in (C) in HEK293FT cell extracts. ( G ) St abilit y threshold determination for initiation on 
a CUG codon in HEK293FT cell extracts as in (D). The set of pairwise comparisons presented enable to define the st abilit y threshold for CUG initiation at 
–21.6 kcal / mol. ( H ) Quantification of 35 S incorporation in Renilla luciferase proteins produced in SH-SY5Y cell extracts. Results are presented as in (B) 
and (E). ( I ) Effect calculation of a �G variation on translation efficiency for the AUG and CUG reporters as in (C) in SH-SY5Y cell extracts. ( J ) St abilit y 
threshold determination for initiation on a CUG codon in SH-SY5Y cell as in (D). The set of pairwise comparisons presented enable to define the st abilit y 
threshold for CUG initiation at –21.6 kcal / mol. 
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Figure 5. Stable secondary str uct ures do not allow the initiation of translation for all AUG-like codons. ( A ) Schematic representation of the RNA reporters 
and sequences of the stem-loops used during the study. The initiation codons are AUG, GUG, UUG, ACG or AUC codons upstream of the mut5 a11 
hairpin for RRL and wt a11 hairpin for HEK293FT which are inserted at +20 position. The nucleotide context of the initiation codons is 
CGUAAU NNN G AC. ( B ) R epresentativ e SDS-PAGE of in vitro 35 S radiolabeled translation products obtained with RRL and quantification of pixel intensities 
of the corresponding gels. Pixel intensities were normalized to those obtained with the AUG reporter. Bar heights show the mean normalized ratios and 
error bars show the 99% confidence intervals calculated with the t -distribution. P -values were calculated using a Student t -test for independent 
samples. *: 0.01 < P < 0.05, **: 0.001 < P < 0.01, ***: 0.0 0 01 < P < 0.001, ****: P < 0.0 0 01. ( C ) Represent ative SDS-PAGE of in vitro 35 S radiolabeled 
translation products obtained with unstressed and stressed HEK293FT extracts and quantification of pixel intensities of the corresponding gels. Pixel 
intensities were normalized to those obtained with the AUG reporter for each extract separately and results are presented as in (B). 
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Figure 6. Changing the start-codon nucleotide context influences the efficiency of initiation rescue by START. ( A ) Schematic representation of the RNA 

reporters used in the study. The initiation codons are AUG, CUG, GUG, UUG, ACG or AUC codons upstream of wt a11 hairpin for RRL and HEK293FT 
which is inserted at +20. The nucleotide context of the tested initiation codons is GCCACC NNN GCG (bo x ed). ( B ) R epresentativ e SDS-PAGE of in vitro 35 S 
radiolabeled translation products obtained with RRL and quantification of pixel intensities of the corresponding gels. Pixel intensities were normalized to 
those obtained with the AUG reporter. Bar heights show the mean normalized ratios and error bars show the 99% confidence intervals calculated with 
the t -distribution. P -values were calculated using a Student t -test for independent samples. *: 0.01 < P < 0.05, **: 0.001 < P < 0.01, ***: 
0.0 0 01 < P < 0.001, ****: P < 0.0 0 01. ( C ) R epresentativ e SDS-PAGE of in vitro 35 S radiolabeled translation products obtained with unstressed and 
stressed HEK293FT extracts and quantification of pixel intensities of the corresponding gels. Pixel intensities were normalized to those obtained with 
the AUG reporter for each extract separately and are presented as in (B). 
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the Kozak sequence ( 30 ,51 ). As expected, changing the con-
text rescued initiation on a GUG codon because the Kozak
context with a GUG does not contain an out-of-frame AUG
codon. However, the GUG codon remains the least efficiently
used codon (Figure 6 B, C). For the other non-AUG codons,
the hierarchy is different from the one established with the
previous nucleotide context and is consistent regardless of
the cell-free translation extract used for in vitro translation:
AUG > UUG ≈ AUC >> CUG > ACG > GUG. 

Secondary structures are found downstream of 
alternative translation initiation sites in human 

transcripts 

To evaluate the involvement of the START mechanism in non-
AUG translation in human cells, we investigated genome-wide
the presence of RNA structures located at the appropriate
distance from start codons. To do that, we used the previ-
ously described secondary structure prediction algorithm ( 35 )
to search for such structures at alternative translation initia-
tion sites in a set of translated human small ORFs (smORFs:
upstream ORFs, downstream ORFs and ‘non-coding’ ORFs)
identified by ribosome profiling ( 28 ). Briefly, we searched
for secondary structures within the +15 / +65 window down-
stream of these ORFs start site, with A UG and non-A UG ini-
tiation codon. 

Among the 5743 recovered smORFs (i.e. where we could
recover the sequence of +16 / +65 region) from the dataset of
Chothani et al . ( Supplementary File 2 ), we found moderately
stable downstream structures ( � G between –15.6 and –7.1
kcal / mol) in 50% of the analyzed ORFs (Figure 7 A). In ad-
dition, 50% of these structures have moderate to high pre-
dicted stability (more stable than –10.9 kcal / mol). Of note
25% are more stable than –15.6 kcal / mol, which approxi-
matively corresponds to the lower stability threshold that we
found in RRL for efficient initiation on a CUG codon (Fig-
ure 7 A). These overall statistics suggest that the majority of
the translated smORFs (at least 75%) do not contain RNA
structures sufficiently stable on their own to promote START
according to our experimental data within the +16 / +65 win-
dow. If START is involved in the initiation of these ORFs, it
is likely with the assistance of RNA binding proteins involved
in stabilizing those moderately stable RNA structures. 

Furthermore, the presence of stable secondary structures is
not specific to whether initiation codons are AUG or non-
AUG, as their distributions are similar (Figure 7 B). Although
the calculated p-values would rather suggest the opposite, ef-
fect sizes (probabilities of superiority and Hodges–Lehmann
estimator) are very mild as they are in a similar range of those
observed when comparing for instance the AUG and CUG
distributions (Figure 7 D) where p-values clearly do not pro-
vide evidence that these distributions and their medians are
different (Figure 7 C). In other words, although p-values sug-
gest that the AUG and non-AUG distributions are likely dif-
ferent, effect sizes calculations show that the magnitude of
that difference is not significant. More generally, we found
that 29.3% and 26% of the smORFs starting with an AUG
or a non-AUG respectively contain secondary structures more
stable than –15 kcal / mol (Figure 7 B). Even when analyzing
each start codon individually, the distributions are very simi-
lar. (Figure 7 C). Overall, the main differences between codons
lie in the most negative mfe values. Of note, ACG is the start
codon with the highest proportion (40.7%) of downstream
structures more stable than –15 kcal / mol (Figure 7 C), then 

followed by CUG, GUG (37.2% for both) and AUG (29.3%).
Although the AUG codon has more outlier mfe values than 

the other codons, this is most likely due to a larger popula- 
tion size, which ultimately increases the counts of rare events 
such as finding very stable downstream structures. The same 
would also apply, to a lesser extent, for the CUG and GUG 

codons. More precisely, comparing the density distributions 
of structure stabilities of all non-AUG codons to the AUG 

codon shows that they can be classified into three groups (Fig- 
ure 7 D). The first group (boxed in blue) includes the distri- 
butions of the CUG, GUG and AGG codons, which cannot 
be considered different from that of AUG after P -values cal- 
culations. Of note, the mfe distributions of CUG and GUG 

codons almost perfectly overlap with AUG codons. For the 
AGG codon, it is not clear whether the lack of overlap of its 
distribution with the AUG’s for the most negative mfe values 
(i.e. more stable structures) is due to a reduced sample size 
compared to CUG or GUG codons. The discovery of more 
ORFs starting with AGG codons will help resolve the left tail 
of the AGG mfe distribution and reveal whether it is similar 
to the AUG’s. This actually applies to all studied non-AUG 

codons. The second group (boxed in green) includes the dis- 
tributions of the UUG, AAG and AUN (N � = G) codons which 

are likely different from the AUG mfe distribution as suggested 

by the P -values. According to the comparison of the medi- 
ans through Mood’s P -values and the Hodges–Lehmann effect 
size, which is at least 3 times higher than those calculated for 
the first group, the central tendency of the mfe distributions 
of these non-AUG codons is shifted to less stable structures,
which would indicate that those non-AUG codons have less 
stable downstream structures than AUG. This is further sup- 
ported by the lower probabilities of superiority calculated for 
this group compared to the first group, as they indicate that a 
randomly selected AUG smORF is less likely to have a down- 
stream structure with a mfe superior (i.e. less stable) to the mfe 
of downstream structure from a randomly selected UUG, AAG 

or AUN (N � = G) smORF. The last group only contains only 
ACG codon (boxed in red). The same analysis suggests that the 
ACG distribution is shifted to lower mfe values (more stable 
structures) than AUG, although the probability of superiority 
is not that high. Nonetheless, contrary to the other codons, the 
strongest overlap of its distribution with the AUG’s is observed 

for the most negative mfe values (most stable structures) de- 
spite a total number of ACG-starting ORFs (167) similar to 

the previously analyzed AUN (N � = G) codons (113, 163). In 

conclusion, apart from the striking exception of ACG codons,
the presence of stable structures is not more biased for spe- 
cific non-AUG than for AUG initiation codons in the analyzed 

smORFs. AUN (N � = G) codons along with UUG and AAG 

codons may even feature less stable downstream structures 
than AUGs. 

Finally, when looking at all the found secondary struc- 
tures, no explicit GO term is specific for transcripts with 

secondary structure stabilities within the first three quartiles 
( Supplementary Figure S3 and Supplementary File 3 ), suggest- 
ing that all biological processes may be regulated by a subopti- 
mal START mechanism. However, the fourth quartile, which 

contains secondary structures likely able to elicit START on 

their own (more stable than –15.6 kcal / mol), shows spe- 
cific GO terms linked to the regulation of transcription by 
RNA polymerase II, signaling cascades, and protein matura- 
tion ( Supplementary Figure S3 E). 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
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Figure 7. Analysis of � G distributions of downstream secondary str uct ures within the � G (or mfe = minimum free energy) distributions of downstream 

secondary str uct ures within +16 / +65 f or all codons ( A ), f or A UG and non-A UG codons ( B ) and for each codon individually ( C ). Top blue numbers show the 
population size of each boxplot. Numbers in red show the percentage of smORFs starting with the corresponding start codon that contain a str uct ure 
more stable than –15 kcal / mol (i.e. mfe inferior to –15 kcal / mol). Histograms in (B) and (D) show the density distributions corresponding to the boxplots. 
Histograms ha v e a bin width of 0.5 kcal / mol, and the total area of each histogram is normalized to 1. T he Mann–Whitne y U test w as used to determine if 
the AUG and the non-AUG distributions are equal. The Mood’s median test was used to determine if the AUG and the non-AUG distributions ha v e the 
same median. The probability of superiority (PS) and the Hodges–Lehmann estimator (HL) were used for effect size assessment (see Methods section). 
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Translation of four identified human smORF that 
initiate at a non-AUG codon 

We then arbitrarily chose a few candidates among the tran-
scripts having a smORF starting with a non-AUG codon and
a secondary structure more stable than –15 kcal / mol to check
whether their downstream structure is indeed required for
translation initiation. We chose the –15 kcal / mol threshold
stability according to the ones determined by in vitro trans-
lation assay (Figure 4 ), although it cannot be excluded that
some RNA structures may be differentially modified in vivo
by specific RNA-binding proteins. The selected transcripts
were FAM179B, DDHD2, USP9X and RPTOR. The construc-
tion scheme for the corresponding reporter RNAs was simi-
lar to the previous ones but with the flanking sequences of
the specific smORFs and their own initiation codons (Figure
8 A, Supplementary File 1 ). The non-AUG start codons were
AGG, GUG, AUA and CUG. We also designed corresponding
mutated structures by introducing destabilizing silent muta-
tions (Figure 8 B). The in vitro translation patterns were rem-
iniscent of those observed with the mutated versions of the
a11 structure. First, we found that the four non-AUG codons
tested were efficiently recognized as start codons in the cell-
free extracts. Of note, translation efficiency in HEK cell ex-
tracts is more sensitive to secondary structure stability than
in RRL, with drastic decreases in the translation of reporter
RNAs with mutated secondary structures (Figure 8 C, D). This
suggests the involvement of trans -acting factors that could be
different from one cell extract to another. We also observe that
in the case of FAM179B in RRL, the presence of the mutated
structure triggers significant leaky scanning, indicating that
the wild-type structure is indeed required for the accuracy of
translation initiation on AGG codon from FAM179B. In the
case of DDHD2, translation in RRL is more efficient when the
structure is mutated suggesting that the structure has a nega-
tive effect (Figure 8 E), possibly in a similar way to what was
observed in Figure 4 B with the AUG codon for RRL. Overall,
in HEK extracts, initiation on non-AUG codons strictly re-
quires the presence of the wild-type secondary structure (Fig-
ure 8 F). In addition, there is a strong decrease in the transla-
tion efficiency of FAM179B and USP9X RNAs relative to RP-
TOR RNA translation, compared to the relative efficiencies
measured in RRL. Altogether, these experiments suggest that
downstream structures do impact the initiation on the AUG-
like codons and this effect is modulated by the cell’s content
in trans- acting factors. 

Discussion 

Our data demonstrates that the START mechanism requires
an RNA structure with a cell-type dependent minimal stabil-
ity to promote translation initiation on AUG-like codons and
further supports the initial work on that topic ( 22 ). Consider-
ing the length of ribosome footprints provided by toe-printing
and ribosome profiling data (approx. 30 nucleotides around
the AUG start codon), we expected the optimal distance be-
tween the structure and the start codon to be at least 15–16
nucleotides or slightly higher. Indeed, a structure that is too
close to the start codon would interfere with the progression
of the scanning complex before reaching the start codon and
would consequently inhibit translation initiation. In contrast,
a structure located too far away from the start codon would
not interact with the scanning complex and consequently lead
to leaky-scanning. We found that the optimal distance to fa- 
vor initiation ranges from 20 to 23 nucleotides downstream 

of a CUG codon, which is longer than the distance of 14 nu- 
cleotides previously described ( 22 ). As a possible explanation,
it can be assumed that the optimal distance also depends on 

the tri-dimensional shape of the structure. A small stable struc- 
ture with few base pairs might require a closer distance to the 
start codon than one with a more sophisticated fold that could 

for instance create a kink in the structure pointing toward 

the scanning complex. This possibility requires more inves- 
tigation. Finally, the sequences of the structure loop itself may 
also have their own importance as they may interact specif- 
ically with either ribosomal components (ribosomal proteins 
or rRNA) and / or trans- acting factors. As an example, such in- 
teractions between helix h16 of the rRNA and nucleotides at 
positions +17 to +19 located immediately upstream of a stable 
structure have been observed in the case of histone H4 mRNA 

( 52 ). 
The START model implies that the stability of the structure 

(whether it is associated or not with an RNA-binding protein) 
must be high enough to stall or at least slow down a scan- 
ning complex in order to promote 80S assembly on the codon 

in the P-site. Therefore we chose as a model RNA structure 
the a11 GC-rich structure (-21 kcal / mol), as it was previously 
shown to promote stalling of the scanning pre-initiation com- 
plex ( 47 ). Using this structure as a starting point, we deter- 
mined that the threshold stability was close to –15 kcal / mol 
for initiation on CUG codons with RRL, and approximately 
–20 kcal / mol with extracts from HEK293FT and SHSY5Y 

cells. These thresholds also allowed initiation on GUG, UUG,
A CG and A UC codons, but with distinct efficiencies. There- 
fore, other parameters are critical such as the nucleotide con- 
text, specific trans- acting factors, and base-pairing ability with 

the initiator tRNA 

Met . For instance, changing the start codon 

nucleotide context resulted in two distinct hierarchies of trans- 
lation initiation efficiencies among AUG-like codons. Accord- 
ingly, previous reports also established that initiation on AUG- 
like codons is influenced by their nucleotide context similarly 
to AUG codon, with the average preferred nucleotide context 
being the Kozak context ( 53–55 ,51 ). 

The AUG-like codon hierarchies we have established us- 
ing two different start codon nucleotide contexts are rather 
consistent with the usage of those codons determined by ri- 
bosome profiling ( 26–28 ). One striking exception is the GUG 

codon that is efficiently used in those experiments but not in 

ours. Thermodynamic studies of the codon-anticodon interac- 
tion with a GUG codon demonstrated an increased so-called 

‘free-energy penalty’ due to eIF1 and eIF1A interactions that 
further impairs initiation on GUG codons but not on CUG 

codons ( 56 ). Therefore, initiation on GUG codons is more 
stringent than on CUG codons and requires more free-energy 
compensation. Such compensation might come either from a 
more stable downstream secondary structure and its interac- 
tion with the initiation complex, an optimal nucleotide en- 
vironment, and / or from various trans -acting factors that ei- 
ther modulate the structure stability (helicases, RNA-binding 
proteins) or influence start codon selection stringency (such 

as cellular concentrations of eIF1 ( 8 ) or the balance between 

eIF5-mimic protein 5MP1 / 5MP2 and eIF5 ( 23 ,57 )). Alterna- 
tively, Leu-tRNA CAG 

and Val-tRNA CAC 

have been described 

as alternative initiator tRNAs and could be used to initiate 
translation from CUG and GUG codons respectively under 
certain stress circumstances through mechanisms that involve 

https://academic.oup.com/nargab/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nargab/lqae065#supplementary-data
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Figure 8. In vitro translation of RNA reporters carrying secondary str uct ures from four identified human smORFs using a non-AUG codon. ( A ) Schematic 
representation of the four RNA reporters FAM179B, DDHD2, USP9X and RPTOR. The st abilit y of the respective str uct ures is indicated as well as the 
number of nucleotides upstream of the start codon that originates from the human transcript (n1), the start codon, the position of the secondary 
str uct ure, the predicted st abilit y of the secondary str uct ure and the number of nucleotides downstream the str uct ure that originates from the human 
transcript (n2). ( B ) Representations of the secondary str uct ures of each reporter studied. The silent mutations that were introduced to lower the 
str uct ure st abilit y are sho wn in green circles in the Mut stem–loops. ( C ) R epresentativ e SDS-PAGE of in vitro 35 S radiolabeled translation products 
obtained with FAM179B, DDHD2, USP9X, RPTOR wild-type and Mut reporters in RRL. The positions of the full-length fusion proteins are shown by red 
arro ws. L o w er bands correspond to alternativ e translation initiation sites resulting from a leak y scanning of the main st art codon. In the case of the 
RPTOR reporter, there is an in-frame AUG at +34. ( D ) Same as (C) but in HEK293FT extracts. ( E , F ) Quantification of 35 S incorporation in Renilla 
luciferase proteins produced in RRL and HEK293FT extracts. Bar heights show the mean values and error bars show the 99% confidence intervals 
calculated with the t -distribution. P -values were calculated using a Student t -test for independent samples. *: 0.01 < P < 0.05, **: 0.001 < P < 0.01, 
***: 0.0 0 01 < P < 0.0 01, ****: P < 0.0 0 01. 
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non-canonical initiation factors eIF2A or eIF2D ( 39 ). All these
variables are likely to explain the differences in the efficiencies
of non-AUG initiation that are reported here compared to pre-
vious reports ( 21 , 53 , 58 ), especially considering that non-A UG
initiation is suboptimal and would be therefore be much more
sensitive than an AUG codon to variations in factors influenc-
ing start codon recognition. 

Translation initiation on AUG-like codons was assessed in
three types of cell extracts, which resulted in distinct required
minimal structure stabilities. First, this suggests that a stable
downstream secondary structure is a critical parameter influ-
encing translation initiation on AUG-like codons. Since the
optimal structure stability for efficient initiation on AUG-like
codons is dependent on the type of extract used, we further
suggest that the involvement of cell-specific trans- acting fac-
tors cannot be overlooked. Among these are initiation factors
eIF1 and eIF1A which control the codon-anticodon interac-
tions and start codon selection stringency ( 6 ,8 ), RNA helicases
whose activities were shown to decrease uORFs translation in
yeast ( 32 ) or RNA binding proteins ( 36 ,37 ). In particular, the
RNA helicase content of the cell would determine the stabil-
ity range of secondary structures that can be unwound and
therefore modulate the use of the START mechanism. A pre-
cise assessment of the RNA helicase content in distinct cell
types would then be needed to better understand the propen-
sity of these cells to initiate translation from AUG-like codons
by a START mechanism. 

Along with the determination of the RNA helicase con-
tent, secondary structures predictions in 5 

′ UTRs of mRNAs
may provide an important tool to predict the use of uORFs
with AUG-like codons and unveil potential new ORFs. In
a previous study, we demonstrated the broad presence of
downstream RNA structures in annotated main open read-
ing frames of various organisms ( 35 ). Here, we used the same
algorithm on the small ORF dataset of Chothani et al. ob-
tained by ribosome profiling of human primary cells and tis-
sues to analyze downstream secondary structures at alterna-
tive translation initiation sites. Among the selected structures,
25% are more stable than –15.6 kcal / mol and half of them are
between –7.1 and –15.6 kcal / mol. Because –15.3 kcal / mol is
the lower threshold stability characterized in RRL to promote
START initiation on a CUG codon (this threshold stability
being even ‘higher’ in human cell extracts, –21.6 kcal / mol),
this would indicate that < 25% of the identified smORFs are
initiated by a START mechanism based on the sole presence
of a downstream structure. Moreover, the presence of stable
downstream structures is not more biased for specific non-
A UG than for A UG start codons, apart from the notable ex-
ception of ACG start codons. Given that 75% of the identi-
fied downstream structures have a moderate to high stabil-
ity (at least more stable than –7.1 kcal / mol), we hypothe-
size that the absence of ‘ cis- correlation’ between the nature
of the start codon and stable downstream structures enables
fine-tuning of START by trans- acting factors depending on
the physiological conditions. Although most of these struc-
tures are not sufficiently stable to promote START on their
own, the energetic contribution brought by these suboptimal
START may nonetheless facilitate non-AUG recognition with
the assistance of trans- acting factors that either stabilize those
structures (RNA binding proteins), decrease start-codon selec-
tion stringency (increase in eIF5 or decrease in eIF1 cellular
concentrations), or reduce the activity of scanning-associated
RNA helicases. The regulation dynamic of these factors de-
pending on the cell physiological status remains to be eluci-
dated and would help quantify the involvement of START in 

translation initiation from specific start sites in mRNAs. Fur- 
thermore, GO terms enrichment analysis did not show any 
clear link between transcripts featuring stable downstream 

structures and subsets of biological processes, although we 
observed an enrichment of GO terms linked to transcription 

regulation and signaling cascades among transcripts featuring 
the most stable structures (more stable than –15.6 kcal / mol).
Overall, this suggests that downstream structures may regu- 
late a broad range of cellular functions. 

However, assigning a precise molecular role to these down- 
stream RNA structures requires further investigation. It could 

be assumed on one hand that some potential start codons have 
a rather suboptimal nucleotide context that would promote 
leaky scanning and therefore require a downstream structure 
to promote initiation. These downstream structures would be 
modulated by other trans -factors that control the structure 
stability and therefore translation initiation, as it has been 

observed in yeast ( 32 ). Integrating these other factors into 

uORFs translation predictions remains a real challenge, as 
RNA remodeling is a dynamic process that relies on many fac- 
tors other than the RNA sequence itself. On the other hand,
some of these structures may not be linked to a START mech- 
anism at all and may be involved in other molecular mecha- 
nisms, such as modulating mRNA half-life. Therefore, which 

percentage of the identified downstream structures is linked 

to START remains an open question. 
Altogether, we propose that the ubiquity of moderately sta- 

ble downstream structures at alternative translation initiation 

sites in human RNAs has evolved as a mechanism for con- 
trolling translation initiation through the conditional expres- 
sion of RNA helicases or RNA-binding proteins, depending 
on cell-type. 

Conclusion 

Here, we provide further insights into cis- regulatory parame- 
ters that influence start codon recognition. Downstream sec- 
ondary structures can efficiently promote AUG-like transla- 
tion initiation if they have the required stability to stall a 
scanning 43S particle. These downstream structures must be 
located at an optimal distance from this AUG-like codon to 

trigger codon-anticodon base-pairing in the P site. This is 
achieved by providing an energetic contribution to the 43S 
particle with suboptimal AUG-like codons in the P-site. The 
START mechanism may also rescue translation initiation on 

start codons with a suboptimal nucleotide context that would 

otherwise lead to leaky scanning. A better understanding of 
how frequently this atypical initiation mechanism is used in 

living cells might help to predict more accurately translation 

initiation sites in cellular mRNAs and give a more precise pic- 
ture of the complete proteome. Overall, adjusting the stability 
of RNA structures downstream of potential start codons by 
the expression level of specific RNA helicases or RNA-binding 
proteins in various cell types is a way to turn on and off trans- 
lation initiation on specific codons depending on the physio- 
logical conditions. 

Data availability 

The authors confirm that the data supporting the findings of 
this study are available within the article and / or its supple- 
mentary data. 
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